
 

 

Electric Hot Pot User Manual 

Model Number：MEHP1350 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

READ AND SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS 

 

 



 

BEFORE FIRST USE  

Read and follow the instructions in this user manual even if you feel you are familiar with 

the product, and find a place to keep it handy for future reference.  

For your convenience record the complete model number (located on the product 

identification  

plate) and the date you received the product, together with your purchase receipt and 

attach to the warranty and service information. Retain in the event that warranty service is 

required.  

NOTE: The rating of this product (as marked on the product identification plate) is based 

on specific loading tests. Normal use or the use of other recommended attachments may 

draw significantly less power. 

 

 

IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS  

When using any electrically powered product, basic safety precautions should 

always be followed, including the following:  

PLEASE READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY BEFORE USING THIS PRODUCT  

WARNING!: - to reduce the risk of fire, electrical shock or injury to persons or property: 

 

 

⚫ Carefully read all instructions before operation and save them for future 

reference.  

⚫ Remove and safely discard any packaging material before using the frypan for 

the first time.  

⚫ To eliminate a choking hazard for young children, remove and discard the 

protective cover that is fitted to the power plug of the appliance.  

⚫ Always operate the product from a power source of the same voltage, frequency 

and rating as indicated on the product identification plate.  

⚫ Do not place the appliance near the edge of a bench or table during operation. 

Ensure that the surface is level, clean and free of water.  

⚫ Keep the appliance a minimum distance of 200mm from walls, curtains, and 

other heat or steam sensitive areas/materials. 

⚫ Do not place on or near a gas burner, electric element or in or near a heated 

oven. 

⚫ Do not use the appliance on a sink or drain board. 

⚫ If using plastic utensils whilst cooking, do not leave in the appliance while hot. 

⚫ Do not place the hot glass lid under cold water. 

⚫ Always have the glass lid positioned correctly on the appliance throughout 

operation,unless stated in the recipe to have it removed. 

⚫ The glass lid has been specially treated to make it stronger, more durable and 

safer than normal glass, however it is not unbreakable. The glass lid may break 

or weaken when struck extremely hard, and it could at a later time shatter into 

many small pieces without apparent cause. 



⚫ Do not leave the appliance unattended when in use. 

⚫ Do not touch hot surfaces. Use the handles for lifting and carrying the appliance. 

⚫ Extreme caution must be used when the appliance contains hot oil or other 

liquid. Do not move the appliance during cooking. Allow the appliance to cool 

before removing oil or other liquid. 

⚫ The appliance is not intended to be operated by means of an external timer or a 

separate remote control system. 

⚫ Always keep the appliance clean. 

⚫ Do not place anything on top of the appliance when the lid is in position, when in 

use and when stored. 

⚫ Fully unwind the cord before use. 

⚫ Do not let the cord hang over the edge of a table or counter, touch hot surfaces, 

or become knotted. 

⚫ Children should be supervised to ensure they do not play with the appliance. 

⚫ This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with 

reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience or 

knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or instruction concerning 

use of the appliance by a person responsible for their safety. 

⚫ This appliance is for household use only. Do not use this appliance for anything 

other than its intended use. Do not use in moving vehicles or boats. Do not use 

outdoors. Misuse may cause injury. 

⚫ It is recommended to regularly inspect the appliance. To avoid a hazard do not 

use the appliance if the power cord, power plug, temperature control probe or 

appliance becomes damaged in any way. 

⚫ Ensure the local voltage fit to the appliance and the socket must be grounded. 

⚫ Make sure the appliance and the plug do not come into contact with water or any 

other liquids. Should the appliance be dropped into water inadvertently, remove 

the plug from the electric socket immediately and have the appliance checked by 

a certified professional. Non-compliance with this may result in peril to life. 

⚫ Fill water or soup not more than 70% during operation, spillage from overflow 

when boiled may cause electric hazard. 

⚫ To prevent electric shock, do not immerse the appliance, the plug or the power 

cord into water or other liquids. 

⚫ Never switch on the appliance with an empty pot on top of it which may result in 

serious damage to the appliance. 

⚫ Do not cover the lid during BBQ or the BBQ grill pan is hot. And do not spatter 

other liquid than cooking oil on the hot BBQ grill pan. And do not touch the grill 

pan during cooking, since it is hot 

⚫ “Flat-topped” Tapered heater must be kept dry at all time. And it is just solely for 

BBQ grill pan use. Do not try to use it for other purpose. 

⚫ Place the hot pot in a dry place. Be careful to protect the heating base against 

dampness and shock. And remember never to pit the heating base into water for 

cleaning. 

⚫ Do not remove the pot from the heating plate before it cools down. Remove the 



pot with force may damage the pot and the heating plate. 

⚫ Unplug from the outlet when not in use and before cleaning. Allow it to cool down 

before putting on or taking off parts, and before cleaning the appliance. 

⚫ The appliance should be given ample air circulation on all sides. The heating 

plate has to face upwards when using. 

⚫ Operate the appliance on the flat and dry place. Always keep the appliance dry, 

especially the heating plate, The appliance may be deformed or damaged when 

exposed to high heat or used in unstable surroundings(excess water or humidity) 

⚫ Make sure the outer surface of the pot and the heating plate is clean and dry 

before plug-in 

⚫ Before cooking, make sure the pot is levelly placed and tightly seated in the 

middle of the heating plate 

⚫ Do not place any object nearby or cover or touch the hot steam vent of the glass 

lid while cooking. 

⚫ Never put the removable stainless steel pot on any other cooking devices. 

⚫ Never touch the outer body of the hotpot during operation. Always allow it to cool 

down before handling. 

⚫ Extreme caution is necessary when moving the appliance with the liquid inside. 

⚫ Beware of hidden steam under the lid. 

⚫ It is normal for smoke or smell to be emitted during first use. Continue using till 

smoke stops. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

PARTS AND FEATURES  

 

 

 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE AND CARE 

Before first use wash, rinse and dry your hot pot and lid. 

CLEAN: 

Prior to using your new Hot pot, wash with a sponge or dishcloth in hot soapy water. 

Rinse well and dry. DO NOT USE STEEL WOOL OR OTHER ABRASIVES TO 

CLEAN THE GRILL. 

 

NOTE: Ensure the inlet connectors are thoroughly dried after washing and  

before use. 

 

CONDITION: 

The cooking surface must be conditioned to ensure non-stick cooking. Apply cooking 

oil, with a cloth or paper towel, to the cooking non-stick surface. Wipe off excess oil. 

The frypan is now ready for use. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



USING YOUR Hot pot 

⚫ Put the hotpot with soup or water on the heating and turn slightly to fit the bottom 

of the pot to the surface of the heating base. Fill only 70% full when cooking to 

avoid spillage which result in electric hazard. 

⚫ Plug the power cord fully into the heating base socket and turn on the power 

supply. Power indicator (green light)will turn on standby mode. 

⚫ Fill the cooking pot with soup or water before placing on the heating plate 

⚫ The grill pan must sit on the “flat-topped” tapered heater during hotpot,, to keep 

“flat-topped” taper heater dry. 

⚫ Switch on “LOW” if low temperature is required, “hotpot” will be at half power 

mode. 

⚫ Switch on the power of BBQ for a moment to dry up grill pan before filling 

cooking oil. 

⚫ Switch “Grill” button on, “Grill” indicator will light up. During BBQ,DO NOT 

COVER WITH LID, otherwise the lid knob temperature will be too hot to handle. 

⚫ Turn off “Hotpot” button and “Grill” button after use. 

 

 

 

CLEANING  

WARNING: Ensure you have unplugged the appliance and allowed it to  

completely cool before undertaking any cleaning.  

DO NOT USE STEEL WOOL SCOURING PADS, ABRASIVE CLEANERS, OR SCRAPE 

THE HOT PLATE WITH METAL UNTENSILS. ALL OF THESE METHODS MAY 

DAMAGE THE NON STICK SURFACE.  

DO NOT USE AN ABRASIVE CLEANER AS IT MAY DAMAGE THE EXTERIOR 

FINISH. 

 

STORAGE 

Store the hot pot upright with the lid in position. Take care when storing the power 

cord , as it needs to be stored where it will not be knocked and able to fall onto the 

ground, as this can cause damage. 

 

 

CUSTOMER SERVICE  

Australian Customer Service  

GAF Control (Sales) Pty Ltd & Maxim Housewares  

P.O Box 19  

Altona North Victoria 3025  

Phone: 1300 659 489  

Hours: 9am-5pm (EST) Mon-Fri  

www.gafcontrol.com.au  

www.maximhousewares.com  

*This product may vary slightly to the product illustrated due to ongoing product development. 



 

WARRANTY 

Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under Australian Consumer 

Law. You are entitled to a replacement or refund for a major failure and compensation for any 

other foreseeable loss or damage. You are also entitled to have the goods repaired or 

replaced if the goods fail to be of acceptable quality and the failure does not amount to a 

major failure. The above applies subject to the item not being accidently dropped by the user-

or being used for purposes other than the intended use - or being tampered with. Maxim 

Housewares guarantees the product for 12 months from date of purchase. Refunds or 

replacements at retail store level are under the guidance of the stores rules/regulations. In the 

event of requiring assistance, the retailer from whom you purchased the product should be 

your first port of call.  

Supplier warranting this product: 

GAF Control (Sales) Pty Ltd & Maxim Housewares 

P.O. Box 19, Altona North 

Victoria, 3025, Australia. 

12 months warranty from date of purchase. 90 days warranty from date of purchase if used 

commercially. If your retailer has not validated your guarantee, then retain your purchase 

receipt. The guarantee does not cover accidental breakage or damage of your product or if it 

has been tampered with.  

 

Product Model Number: MEHP1350  

Purchase Date: _________________________________________________  

Retailer: ______________________________________________________  

Retailer Store Address: __________________________________________  

Name of Purchaser: _____________________________________________  

Address: ______________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________  

Due to the Maxim policy of continual product development; specifications, colours 

and details of our products as listed or depicted in this user manual or on the product and its carton 

may differ slightly 

 

 

Product: Made in China. 

 

To view the full range of Maxim Housewares products, please go to our website. 

www.maximhousewares.com or www.gafcontrol.com.au 

For additional consumer support – email us at: 

gaf@gafcontrol.com.au 


